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High-Performance Solar MPPT Using Switching
Ripple Identification Based

on a Lock-In Amplifier
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Abstract—Photovoltaic (PV) power converters and
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithms are
required to ensure maximum energy transfer between the
PV panel and the load. The requirements for the MPPT
algorithms have increased over the years—the algorithms
are required to be increasingly accurate, fast, and ver-
satile, while reducing the intrusiveness on the overall
performance of the PV panel and converter. The family of
hill-climbing algorithms such as incremental conductance
(InCond) and perturb and observe (P&O) has gained pop-
ularity given their simplicity and accuracy, but it requires
the injection of a perturbation that changes the operating
point even in steady state and are prone to errors during
changing environmental conditions. In recent literature, the
use of the switching ripple has been proposed to replace
the perturbation in the hill-climbing algorithms given its
inherent presence in the system and speed. The constant
work toward smaller and faster ripples presents challenges
to the signal detection involved in this kind of algorithm.
This paper develops and implements a new InCond MPPT
technique based on switching ripple detection using a
digital lock-in amplifier (LIA) to extract the amplitude of
the oscillation ripple even in the presence of noise. The
use of this advanced technique allows to push forward the
reduction of the ripple in order to virtually eliminate the
oscillation in steady state maximizing the efficiency. The
accurate detection allows for adaptive-step features for
fast tracking of changing environmental conditions while
keeping the efficiency at maximum during the steady state.
Detailed mathematical analysis of the proposed technique
is provided. Overall, the use of the proposed LIA allows to
push the reduction of the ripple even more while keeping
accuracy and delivering superior performance. Simulations
and experimental results are provided for the proposed
technique and the InCond technique in order to validate
the proposed approach.

Index Terms—Incremental conductance (InCond), lock-
in amplifier, maximum power point tracking (MPPT), solar
power generation.
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Fig. 1. Comparison between the proposed MPPT algorithm (orange
trace) and the standard InCond algorithm (blue trace). The issues of the
InCond show oscillations in steady-state slow start-up, confusion during
irradiance changes, and a trade-off between speed and accuracy. The
proposed LIA-based MPPT algorithm uses the switching ripple in the
power converter to accurately track the MPP with no perturbation, fast
start-up and tracking due to the identification and the integral controller.

I. INTRODUCTION

P EAK energy harvesting for photovoltaic (PV) panels has
become a fundamental requirement to achieve overall

conversion performance. Ensuring the PV panel operates at the
maximum power point (MPP) is entrusted to the maximum
power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm. Many contributions
have been implemented in the past years to tackle this prob-
lem [1], but some issues remain open. A wide variety of MPPT
algorithms are available [2], [3] ranging from simple and inac-
curate algorithms such as the constant voltage (CV), fractional
open circuit voltage (FOCV) or fractional short circuit cur-
rent (FSCI); the popular hill-climbing algorithms such as the
perturb and observe (P&O) and the incremental conductance
(InCond) [4]; and the complex algorithms based on heuristics
such as particle swarm optimization (PSO) [5], [6] and Fuzzy
logic [7], [8].

The popularity of the hill-climbing techniques (InCond and
P&O) derives from their simplicity, needing few sensors and
tuning parameters. They work by injecting a change in the oper-
ating point of the converter (perturbation) and checking for a
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condition to determine the better operating point. However, sev-
eral issues remain unsolved. Both the InCond and the P&O
algorithms suffer from a characteristic oscillation in steady
state that derives in a reduction of the efficiency [9], [10]. The
step-size of the algorithm and the sampling-time are mixed
to produce a trade-off between accuracy and speed [11]–[13]
that leaves the fast algorithms with large oscillations and the
accurate algorithms with slow tracking speed; this has lead
to optimization criteria [14]–[16] and adaptive versions of the
algorithm [17], [18]. Among the adaptive versions of the algo-
rithm, new approaches have been presented using dual Kalman
filters on field programable gate array (FPGA) devices [19],
[20], this technique is used to identify parameters from the sys-
tem and adapt the MPPT algorithm for optimization. Another
common problem of the InCond and P&O is the tracking of
changing environmental conditions, namely the irradiance and
the temperature (T ). The nature of the algorithm leads to con-
fusion during changing conditions and inefficient tracking even
when going in the correct direction [21], [22]. Solutions have
been presented for some of the issues such as environmen-
tal changes [23] and local maxima problems [24]–[29]. An
important limitation to the classical approaches is based on the
measurement of the effect of the step; the switching ripple and
low-frequency ripple can interact with measurement and make
a confusion, solutions have been proposed to minimize this
interaction while keeping the standard algorithms [30], [31].
Opportunities to introduce further improvements in steady-state
operation and transient dynamic tracking remain open. Work
toward reducing the size of the perturbation has been explored
recently [32], [33]. It has been shown in [34] and [35] that the
switching ripple can be used as a nonintrusive method to per-
form optimization. The elimination of perturbation and use of
existing switching ripple have the potential to increase MPPT
performance but switching ripple is hard to detect (very small
and noisy). These features are of special significance for power
converters of medium- to high-power subject to changing envi-
ronmental conditions such as electric/hybrid vehicles [36]–[38].

In this paper, an algorithm will be developed to provide high-
switching ripple detection and tracking abilities in the presence
of noise to allow small ripple detection and high MPPT perfor-
mance. A digital processing technique will be used to identify
InCond from the ripple and successfully produce a single-loop
MPPT-oriented control to track dynamically while eliminating
any undesired perturbations. The implementation will be done
with a robust LIA and will feature real-time identification and
remarkable performance in steady and transient operation. The
LIA has been used in the past to characterize the impedance
in fuel cells [39], transformers [40], and other devices [41],
but not explored in Solar MPPT applications as proposed in
this work. In [33], a fixed frequency sinusoidal oscillation is
injected in the system, an LIA is used to extract the ampli-
tude of the oscillation; this has the disadvantage of needing
to inject an artificial oscillation slower than the control loops,
which in turn are slower than the switching frequency. The
novel MPPT technique based on LIA will advantage of the
existing switching ripple and provide adaptive-steps resulting
in enhanced performance. The three key features that want to
be achieved by this algorithm are outlined in Fig. 1 in compar-
ison with the standard InCond algorithm: using the switching

Fig. 2. Schematic of the converter and the MPPT algorithms.

ripple to estimate the conductance allows for smooth operation
in steady-state ��1 , fast, and accurate start-up ��2 , and accurate
tracking during the transients with no errors ��3 . Simulations
and experimental results implemented in an industry-standard
microcontroller are provided to assess the performance of the
proposed strategy and a comparison is performed with existing
high-performance algorithms.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The block diagram of the proposed system is presented in
Fig. 2. It includes a PV panel supplying energy to a dc bus
through a boost converter. The dc bus is assumed to be able
to take all the energy available from the PV panel, therefore,
making it useful to have MPPT. The ipv and vpv are regulated
by the power converter to match the impedance of the load to
that of the converter ensuring maximum power transfer. Two
MPPT algorithms are implemented: the proposed LIA-based
MPPT and the standard InCond in order to compare them. The
standard InCond algorithm is selected as a baseline compari-
son because most modern MPPT algorithms are at some point
compared with the InCond; by comparing with this algorithm,
it is possible to extend the comparison to other existing algo-
rithms and future improvements. As it can be observed in Fig. 2
the algorithm directly drives the duty-cycle, producing MPPT-
oriented control algorithms that maximize speed while reducing
complexity.

In this section, a model of the PV panel is presented, detailing
the behavior and the characteristics that ensure the maxi-
mum power transfer. A summary of the basic InCond MPPT
algorithm is introduced and its limitations are discussed.

A. PV Panel Background

The equivalent circuit of a PV cell is presented in Fig. 3(a).
For M equal strings of N series connected cells, the character-
istic curve is given by
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Fig. 3. (a) Equivalent circuit of a PV cell is presented. (b) V − I and
P − I characteristics of the PV cell are presented.

ipv = MIph−MI0

(
e

vpv+ipvRsN/M

NVT − 1

)
− vpv+ipvRsN/M

NRsh
.

(1)

The V − I curves of the panel are presented in 3(b). In order to
operate the PV panel at the MPP, the maxima has to be found.
In the MPP the power characteristic has a zero derivative

dppv
dvpv

= 0. (2)

Expanding (2) for the V − I expressions, the condition can be
stated as

ipv
vpv

= − dipv
dvpv

(3)

which is the same as

Gdc = gac. (4)

This condition is represented in Fig. 3(b). The load line (whose
slope is given by Gdc) has to be perpendicular to the tangent
line at that operating point. Keeping the PV panel working in
this condition under changing environmental conditions is the
task of the MPPT algorithm.

B. Standard InCond MPPT Algorithm

The standard InCond MPPT algorithm scans the I − V curve
looking for (4). The Gdc is estimated as

Ĝdc(K) =
ipv(K)

vpv(K)
(5)

where ipv(K) and vpv(K) are the current and voltage of the PV
panel measured at a given operating point in step K. The gac is
estimated as

ĝac = − ipv(K)− ipv(K − 1)

vpv(K)− vpv(K − 1)
. (6)

With these, the new operating point is given by

d(K + 1) =

{
d(K) + Δd if Ĝdc(K) > ĝac(K)

d(K)−Δd if Ĝdc(K) < ĝac(K)
(7)

where d(K) is the converter duty-cycle and Δd is the step-size
of the algorithm. The selection of Δd and the time between

MPP decisions (TMPPT) has to selected based on the applica-
tion and is one of the disadvantages of the InCond algorithm.

This algorithm has several disadvantages: 1) the continu-
ous injection of a perturbation causes an oscillation in between
three states that reduces the overall efficiency of the converter;
2) the fixed Δd and TMPPT create a trade-off between accuracy
(given by a smaller Δd) and speed (given by a larger Δd) and
a balance has to be selected; 3) since the converter has to reach
steady state to obtain a valid measurement, the TMPPT is lim-
ited by the converter speed further compromising the tracking;
4) since changes in irradiance can happen in between samples
errors can happen in the estimation of gac causing deviations in
the operating conditions; and 5) the tracking of gradual changes
in the irradiance is not accurate except when Δd coincides with
the optimal changing rate [32]. The proposed LIA-based MPPT
algorithm tackles those limitations.

III. PROPOSED LIA-BASED MPPT

The InCond algorithm is based on the estimation of Gdc and
gac by the difference between adjacent operating points; how-
ever, a more accurate estimation is proposed in this work. The
proposed LIA-based MPPT algorithm is based on two funda-
mental elements: the use of the ripple injected by the power
converter to estimate the gac and Gdc and the use of a digital
Integral controller to regulate the difference to zero. The use of
a power converter to adapt the voltage/current characteristics of
the PV panel to the load and do the MPPT process introduces
an inherent ripple to the PV panel controlled by fsw, d and the
reactive components of the topology (C and L). Using this rip-
ple to estimate gac is particularly useful since: 1) it is already
in the system, so no additional perturbation is injected; 2) it is
small compared with the standard step-size of the InCond algo-
rithm; 3) it is very fast, which allows for accurate tracking of
changing conditions; and 4) it is more accurate since it mea-
sures the impedance around the operating point (tangent line)
instead of between two adjacent points (secant line).

Two elements need to be identified for vpv and ipv: the aver-
age value (to calculate Gdc) and the fundamental components
amplitude (to calculate gac). This is archived by sampling the
ripple and applying some digital filters. The average value is
extracted using the Moving Average Filter while the amplitude
of ac component is extracted using the LIA. A block diagram
of the extraction of this quantities in the system is presented
in Fig. 4. More detail on this implementations is presented in
Sections III-A and III-B.

Once Gdc and gac have been measured, the MPPT algo-
rithm is targeted with keeping the difference between them
zero. While traditional InCond implementations will check
the difference and move the operating point one step in that
direction, a simpler implementation can be made using an inte-
gral controller. Details of this implementation will be given in
Section III-C.

A. Moving Average Filter

The MAF is a digital filter specially suited to extract the
average value of a signal when it is contaminated with ac
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Fig. 4. (a) Block diagram of the MAF and the LIA are presented, pre-
ceded by the anti-aliasing filter and the ADC stage. (b) Time and
frequency domain representation of the LIA, MAF, and input signals.

components of known harmonic frequency. Let x(t) be a
continuous-time signal like the one illustrated in Fig. 4(b)

x(t) = n(t) +

∞∑
m=1

Am sin (ω1mt+ θm) (8)

where n(t) is a band-limited signal, and Am and θm are the
amplitude and phase of the harmonic components at frequen-
cies of mω1. After an anti-aliasing filter and the sampling of the
signal with a period Ts, x(t) in the discrete domain is given by

x(k) = n(k) +

Nh∑
m=1

Am sin (ω1mTsk + θm) (9)

where Nh is the last harmonic allowed through the anti-aliasing
filter. The spectrum of this signals is presented in Fig. 4(b) in
the frequency domain. The MAF filter output y(k) is given by

y(k) =
1

M

M−1∑
m=0

x(k −m) (10)

where M is the order of the filter and determines the frequen-
cies that will be filtered. A more efficient implementation can
be made using the infinite impulse response (IIR) version of the
filter

y(k) = y(k − 1) +
x(k)− x(k −M)

M
. (11)

This version is extremely efficient to compute in real-time mak-
ing the filter suitable for power electronics applications. The
frequency response of the filter is given by

HMAF(e
jω) =

1

M

1− e−jωMTs

1− e−jωTs
. (12)

If Ts is selected such that

Ts =
2π

Mω1
(13)

that is, the sampling frequency (1/Ts) being exactly M times
the fundamental frequency (f1), the transfer function at ω1 and
all the harmonic frequencies mω1 will be zero

HMAF(e
jω1m) = 0 form = 1, . . . ,M − 1. (14)

Leaving only the low-frequency spectrum n(k). The output of
the filter using the frequency response is

y(k) =HMAF(e
jω) ∗ n(k)

+
M−1∑
m=0

|HMAF(e
jω1m)|Am sin(ω1mTsk + θm − θh)

(15)

that leads to

y(k) = HMAF(jω) ∗ n(k) (16)

which gives approximately the average value of the signal x

y(k) ≈ n̄(k) = x̄(k). (17)

The output of the MAF can be seen in Fig. 4(b) in yellow. The
filter extracts the average value eliminating the ac components.

In order to make use of the switching ripple for the applica-
tion, ω1 is set to 2πfsw, making the filter able to remove any
trace of the switching oscillation from vpv and ipv every cycle
of the PWM and to calculate Gdc. It will also be used as part of
the LIA.

B. Lock-In Amplifier

To extract the amplitude of the fundamental component a
LIA is used. As indicated in Fig. 4, the signal x(k) is multi-
plied by a sine and cosine functions to produce the direct and
quadrature components as

pd(k) =x(k) sin(ω1Tsk)

=n(k) sin(ω1Tsk)

+

Nh∑
m=1

Am

2
(cos (ω1(m− 1)Tsk + θm)

− cos (ω1(m+ 1)Tsk + θm)) (18)

pq(k) =x(k) cos(ω1Tsk)

=n(k) cos(ω1Tsk)

+

Nh∑
m=1

Am

2
(sin (ω1(m− 1)Tsk + θm)

+ sin (ω1(m+ 1)Tsk + θm)) . (19)

This has the effect of demodulating the fundamental component
and move it to the base band while simultaneously moving the
other components up in frequency, including the low-frequency
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part n(k). After that, two MAF are implemented to extract the
average values

p̄d,MAF ≈ A1

2
cos (θ1) (20)

p̄q,MAF ≈ A1

2
sin (θ1) (21)

and the amplitudes are calculated as

A1,d = 2p̄d,MAF (22)

A1,q = 2p̄q,MAF. (23)

With A1,d and A1,q , the total amplitude is calculated

Â1 =
√

A2
1,d +A2

1,q (24)

the phase shift is

θ̂1 = tan−1

(
A1,q

A1,d

)
. (25)

The output of the LIA can be seen in Fig. 4(b) in purple. The fil-
ter extracts amplitude of the first harmonic as a constant value.
The use of this filter allows to accurately extract the average
value of the first harmonic of the ripple in vpv and ipv every
cycle of the PWM and to calculate gac. Given the small ampli-
tude of both ripples around the dc operating point in the PV
application, the system can be considered linear around each
operating point and, therefore, amplitude of each individual
harmonic can be used to measure gac at that frequency.

C. MPP Regulator

Once Gdc and gac have been determined, the objective of the
MPPT algorithm is to make them equal

Gdc − gac = 0. (26)

While the traditional InCond would compare the two values and
step in one direction based on the difference and the previous
step, a simpler solution can be implemented. By selecting the
step-size to be proportional to the difference between the two
resistances, we get

d(K + 1) = d(K) +KI(Gdc − gac) (27)

where d(K) is the duty-cycle in step K and KI is the propor-
tionality constant, we get a behavior that is very well known:
it corresponds to a digital Integral Controller (I(z)) that reg-
ulates the difference between the two conductance to be zero.
It is important to note that K indicates the step for the MPPT
while k indicates the step for the filters. The MPPT happens
at switching speed (1/fs) while the digital filters use a faster
sampling rate given by the MAF order M .

In summary, the proposed LIA-based MPPT algorithm uses
an MAF and LIA to accurately measure Gdc and gac and a
simple I(z) achieving zero steady-state error and adaptive-step
characteristics. The implementation of the filters is computa-
tionally efficient and the tuning of KI is simple given its well
known behavior.

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the LIA-based MPPT algorithm with the control
loop to evaluate stability.

D. Stability of the Proposed MPPT

In order to evaluate the stability of the proposed LIA-based
MPPT strategy, a small signal model of the plant and controller
around the MPP is developed. A block diagram of the system is
presented in Fig. 5, where Gdc is obtained by the MAF and gac
is obtained with LIA. The digital controller is evaluated once
every MPPT sample period (TMPPT) indicated by the index K.
The new duty cycle d(K) is determined by the integral con-
troller I(z) to produce the adaptive-step and passed through the
zero-order-hold to the continuous time domain. The dc/dc con-
verter and PV panel are modeled by Hdv. It is important to note
that the sample time of the MAF and LIA Ts is M -times smaller
and indicated by the index k; the output of the filters is evalu-
ated only once per MPPT cycle resulting in a cycle average and
avoiding the interaction between the filters and the control loop.

The small signal averaged transfer function of the converter
around the MPP is given by

Hdv(s) =
−Vlink

LbCbs2 + LbGMPPs+ 1
. (28)

The error signal e is given by the MPP criteria given in (4) and
it can be re written as

e =
ipv
vpv

− dipv
dvpv

. (29)

A linearization of e around the MPP is given by

e(vpv, ipv) ≈ e(VMPP, IMPP)

+
∂e(vpv, ipv)

∂vpv

∣∣∣∣∣
VMPP,IMPP

(vpv − VMPP)

+
∂e(vpv, ipv)

∂ipv

∣∣∣∣∣
VMPP,IMPP

(ipv − IMPP) . (30)

Considering the approximation of ipv around the MPP given by

ipv ≈ 2IMPP −GMPPvpv (31)

the e signal can be estimated as

e(vpv, ipv) ≈ 2GMPP − 2
GMPP

VMPP
vpv. (32)

The small-signal, averaged e is given by

ê(vpv, ipv) ≈ −2
GMPP

VMPP
v̂pv. (33)
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Fig. 6. Frequency response of the system with the proposed LIA-based
MPPT indicating gain margin (GM) and phase margin (PM) for stability.

The change in the duty-cycle is given by

d̂(z) =

(
−2

GMPP

VMPP
v̂pv

)
KITMPPT

z − 1
(34)

and after the ZOH, the continuous time duty-cycle is given by

d̂(s)

v̂pv(s)
= −2

GMPP

VMPP

KITMPPT

esTMPPT − 1

1− e−sTMPPT

sTMPPT
. (35)

The time delay esTMPPT can be approximated by Taylor’s
expansion as (1− sTMPPT). This model yields the following
expression for the voltage-to-duty-cycle transfer function

d̂(s)

v̂pv(s)
= −2

GMPP

VMPP

KI(1− sTMPPT)

s
. (36)

The characteristic equation is given by

H(s) = 1 + 2
KIGMPPVlink

VMPP

(1− sTMPPT)

LbCbs3 + LbGMPPs2 + s
.

(37)

The range of stable values for KI will depend on the system
parameters as well as TMPPT as expected. The bode plot for
the system parameters simulated is presented in Fig. 6, it shows
the gain and phase margins available for the system. With this
model the range stable values for KI in each application can be
determined.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The results of the computer simulation for both the LIA-
based MPPT and the standard InCond for a start-up transient
and a series of changes in irradiance are presented in this
section. The model consists of a PV panel connected to a con-
stant dc bus through a boost converter and the MPPT controller
to determine the duty cycle of the converter. The analog stages
and quantization of ADC are implemented in the model to
better reflect the behavior of the platform. The results of the
simulations are presented in the normalized domain, where the
normalization factors are the MPP IoMPP, V o

MPP, and P o
MPP in

standard test conditions (1 Sun, 25◦C). The fsw is set to 10 kHz
and fs to 80 kHz which makes the order of the MAF 8. The

TABLE I
SIMULATION TRANSIENTS IMPLEMENTED TO TEST MPPT ALGORITHMS

Label Initial G [Sun] Final G [Sun] Speed [Sun/s]

A 0.6 1.0 40

B 1.0 0.3 −70

C 0.3 1.0 7

D 1.0 0.3 −7

Fig. 7. Simulations of the standard InCond for a start-up transient fol-
lowed by the four transients ©A , ©B , ©C , and ©D ; details of these
transients will be presented in the following figures.

details of the transients implemented are presented in Table I,
each transient is assigned a label (©A , ©B , ©C , and ©D ) to track
them through the different simulation captures and domains.

The simulation results for the standard InCond algorithm are
presented in Fig. 7 while the results for the proposed LIA-based
MPPT are presented in Fig. 8. The standard InCond presents a
slower start-up time and oscillations in steady state; the tracking
speed and accuracy are balanced by the step-size and constitute
a tradeoff between the factors. During the transients (©A , ©B , ©C ,
and ©D ), confusions can happen based on the direction of the
irradiance change and the previous step-direction. Even when
tracking in the correct direction, the InCond algorithm is prone
to overshoot if the tracking speed does not exactly match the
irradiance change speed. These oscillations, delays, errors and
overshoots contribute to reducing the tracking efficiency of the
algorithm.

The proposed LIA-based MPPT algorithm solves all those
issues effectively. Using the LIA and the inherent switching
ripple of the converter, it is possible to produce smooth oper-
ation in steady state when changes are not required maximizing
the extracted power ��1 , the adaptive-step feature allows the
quick and accurate start-up of the system ��2 , and the combina-
tion of both allows to clearly identify the changes in irradiance
and track them ��3 . From Fig. 8, the benefits of the proposed
LIA-based MPPT are evident.

A comparison of the transient tracking capabilities of both
algorithms is presented in Fig. 9 for the transients ©A , ©B , ©C ,
and ©D in Figs. 7 and 8. The proposed LIA-based MPPT keeps
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Fig. 8. Simulations of the LIA-based MPPT for a start-up followed by the
four transients ©A , ©B , ©C , and ©D ; the key benefits ��1 , ��2 , and ��3 are
indicated.

Fig. 9. Detail of the transients ©A , ©B , ©C , and ©D simulated compared
with the ideal MPP and the 98% mark.

the tracking within 98% of the MPP during all the transients,
while the standard InCond deviates notably during the transient.

The same transients can be observed in Fig. 10 in the phase
plane (V/I). Again, it can be observed how the proposed
MPPT has a superior performance operating over the optimal
line while the standard InCond algorithm deviates visibly from
that optimal trajectory. The labels ©A , ©B , ©C , and ©D indicate
the trajectory of the InCond algorithm, since the LIA-based
MPPT stays very close to the optimal line. Transient ©D shows
a very large drop for the InCond, this is caused by the typical
confusion of the standard InCond algorithm due to the overall
power decreasing for a long time; the proposed LIA-based
algorithm does not present this problem, producing accurate
tracking all the time.

The selection of KI influences the transient effects in the
same way as any control loop. The effects of this parameter for

Fig. 10. V − I plane representation of the transients ©A , ©B , ©C , and ©D
for the proposed LIA-based MPPT and the standard InCond algorithms.

Fig. 11. Influence of the selection of the integral gain KI on the tracking
capabilities of the LIA-based MPPT.

Fig. 12. Tracking efficiency of the LIA-based MPPT and the standard
InCond during the simulation.

a range of 0.3−3 are shown in Fig. 11. Even when the whole
range of parameters produces stable behavior, the selection can
lead to faster tracking or have overshoot when it is not properly
selected. For this simulations, the value of 2 was selected
for KI .

Finally, a summary of the tracking efficiency of both algo-
rithms during the complete simulation can be observed in
Fig. 12. The curves show how the proposed MPPT keeps the
efficiency within 98% all the time and within 99% in steady
state. The variations in the efficiency have one component for
the proposed LIA-based MPPT (the switching ripple) and an
additional component for the InCond MPPT (the oscillation in
steady state). The efficiency is lower at lower irradiance since
the step-size is constant and vMPP is not linearly dependent
on the irradiance, leading to a proportionally larger loss due
to the variation at lower irradiance. This is coherent with the
logarithmic dependency of vMPP with the irradiance. The stan-
dard InCond produces much lower efficiency specially during
the transients where it goes below the top 10%.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to validate the proposed MPPT algorithm and com-
pare against the standard InCond algorithm, an experimental
test was developed as can be seen in Fig. 13; the summary of
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Fig. 13. Experimental setup with a zoom-in of the prototype.

TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP PARAMETERS

the system parameters are presented in Table II. Two step-sizes
are considered for the InCond during the experiments in order
to compare a precise but slow version and a fast but inaccurate
version. A boost converter was implemented controlled by an
industry-standard microcontroller (C2000) typically employed
to control power converters.

The experimental results for the steady-state operation of
the prototype are presented in Fig. 14. The standard resolu-
tion shows no oscillation in steady state and a smooth behavior,
a desirable operating mode to maximize the energy extracted,
with no three state oscillation that reduces the efficiency. The
zoom-in section to the right shows the switching oscillation that
is isolated by the LIA to extract the InCond. This small ripple
is characteristic of the system, as opposed to the injected by the
InCond algorithm to locate the MPP. The LIA is able to extract
the small value ignoring the noise, while the computation time
for this configuration was measured in less than 1.6µs per sam-
ple, which would allow to push the switching frequency further
up if required.

Experimental results for transients are presented in Fig. 15
for the proposed LIA-based MPPT and in Figs. 16 and 17 for
the traditional InCond with two different steps-sizes (fast and
slow). The irradiation of the PV panel is changed during the
transient, the speed of change is limited by the lamps used
to generate the profile. It can be observed how the proposed
LIA-based MPPT is able to track the MPP in a smooth way as
observed in the simulations. The InCond with a small tracking
step produces smaller oscillations in steady state, but is not able

Fig. 14. Steady-state experimental capture of the proposed LIA-based
MPPT; the zoom shows the small switching ripple used to identify gac.

Fig. 15. Transient experimental capture of the proposed LIA-based
MPPT; it benefits from the ��1 eliminated oscillation, the small-signal
identification, and ��3 adaptive-step.

Fig. 16. Transient experimental capture of the traditional InCond
algorithm with a small tracking-step.

Fig. 17. Transient experimental capture of the traditional InCond
algorithm with a large tracking-step.

to track the MPP during changing conditions, producing a lag-
ging result. The InCond with a large step-size can track faster
but has occasional overshoots and a much larger oscillation in
steady state which lead to a loss in efficiency. Proper tuning
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED LIA-BASED MPPT ALGORITHM WITH THE STANDARD INCOND AND FOUR ADVANCED MPPT ALGORITHMS

aTracking time normalized to the converter resonance frequency τo = To/(2π
√

LC).
bFixed step is used in steady state, the large tracking is done in steady state, the large tracking is done with the locus-based method with the locus-based
method.
cReduced until a minimum value.

leads to a balance for a given slope, panel, and oscillation but
the benefits are lost if the irradiance change slope is modified.

The comparison of the proposed LIA-based MPPT algorithm
was performed against the standard InCond. This provides a
reference point to compare with advanced MPPT algorithms.
A comparison of the proposed LIA-based MPPT with other
advanced MPPT algorithms was performed in Table III; the
selected algorithms are presented for their advanced features
that allow for fast tracking and account for environmental
changes. Since the tracking speed is highly dependent on the
size of the converter, the tracking time is normalized with
respect to the resonance frequency of the converter (for those
documents that provide said values). The selected algorithms
use InCond versions with adaptive-step (such as the β algo-
rithm or very high-speed controllers such as the sliding mode
controller to increase the speed. The proposed algorithm bene-
fits from the single loop MPPT-oriented control to increase the
speed and the LIA and MAF to reduce the perturbation size
allowing fast, accurate and smooth behavior.

Although the proposed technique presents higher compu-
tational demand for the sampling and filters compared with
standard MPPT algorithms, the accuracy of the removal of
the perturbation that leads to higher steady-state efficiency,
the ability to identify the changes and adaptive the step-size
obtained are a significant advantage over more simple algo-
rithms. Normal digitally-controlled power converters sample
several times per switching cycle in order to average the behav-
ior of the current/voltage, and the processing power of industry
standard microcontroller (C2000) is capable of handling this
load. The benefits of the proposed implementation, with smooth
operation and adaptive tracking speed become evident when
compared with the standard MPPT algorithms.

VI. CONCLUSION

A new LIA-based MPPT algorithm for PV panels was pre-
sented in this paper. This algorithm used the inherent ripple in
power electronics converters combined with the moving aver-
age filter and the LIA to produce accurate tracking of the MPP
even in the presence of changes in the environmental condi-
tions without the need of injecting any kind of disturbance
to the system or include any aditional sensors. An Integral
controller was used to produce an adaptive-step feature for

variable tracking speed that allows for fast tracking and its
stability was studied based on the small signal model. The
combination of these characteristics produced: 1) smooth oper-
ation in steady-steady state maximizing the transferred power
and removing the characteristic oscillations of standard MPPT
algorithms; 2) fast and accurate tracking during start-up; and
3) irradiance change identification and tracking for variable
change rates. The proposed algorithm was studied with sim-
ulations and validated with experimental results implemented
in an industry-standard microcontroller. A comparison of the
results of the proposed MPPT algorithm is performed against
several modern MPPT algorithms to highlight the benefits and
drawbacks. The performance improvements provided by the
proposed algorithm both in steady state and during transients
show the benefits of using the inherent ripple as identification
signal and the simple integral controller for adaptive-step.
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